
STATE TRACK & FIELD 
INCIDENT REPORT FORM 

  
EVENT:___________________________ LANE:________ 
 
SCHOOL:_________________________ UNIFORM COLORS:___________________ 
 
BIB #:______________________                      HIP #:________ 
 
INFRACTION: Check infraction on the back and circle the number below. 
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23 
24   25   26   27   28   29   30   31   32       
 
For Relays:  Which Exchange? _______ If #23, was foul before or after the zone? __________ 
 
Signature of Reporting Official(s) _________________________________________________ 
 
Referee’s 
Decision:  
 
Referee’s Signature: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Action Taken:   Not Disqualified          Disqualified    ---      From Event          From Meet 
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Running Incidents: 
01___Stepped on/over inside lane line (5-11-1a) 
02___Interference by a competitor (4-5-4) 
03___Interference by a non-competitor (4-5-7) 
04___Ran on/inside curb (5-11-1) 
05___Illegally ran outside assigned lane (5-11-1) 
The Hurdler: 
06___didn’t attempt to clear each hurdle (5-13-2a) 
07___deliberately knocks down hurdle by hand/foot 
(5-13-2b) 
08___trailed a leg/foot alongside of hurdle (5-13-2c) 
09___ran over hurdle not in assigned lane (5-13-2d) 
10___ran around a hurdle (5-13-2e) 
11___impeded another hurdler (5-13-2f) 
Unfair Act: 
12___competitor was paced (4-5-9b) 
13___competitors join hands/grasp each other during 
race (4-5-9c) 
Relay Teams: 
14___violation of substitution rule (5-9-2) 
15___failure to carry a baton (5-9-6) 
16___failure to be positioned in the acceleration zone 
(5-9-9) 
17___failure to be positioned in exchange zone        
(5-9-10) 
18___failure to pass baton in exchange zone (5-9-6) 
19___baton not handed between runners (5-9-7) 
20___incoming runner pushes outgoing runner        
(5-10-1) 
21___throwing the baton after the race ends (5-10-2) 
 
 
 

STATE	  TRACK	  &	  FIELD	  INCIDENT	  REPORT	  FORM	  
Uniforms: 
22___illegal visible undergarments       
(4-3-1b6) 
23___failure to wear shoe (4-3-1a) 
Unsportsmanlike conduct: 
24___ unethical or dishonorable conduct 
(4-5-1) 
25___taunting or criticizing an opponent 
or official (4-5-1) 
26___disrespectfully addressing an 
official (4-5-1) 
27___using profanity while a contestant 
(4-5-1) 
28___flagrant behavior/Intentional 
Contact (4-5-1) 
29___removal of uniform (1st or 2nd 
Offense) 
Unacceptable Conduct (4-5-2): 
30___failure to follow directions of a 
meet official 
31___action which brings discredit to 
individual or their school 
Other: 
32___ 
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